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About This Game

CREATE
Connect parts together to build rockets. You can choose from a variety of rocket engines, fuel tanks, and other gizmos. You can

even build rovers with powered wheels.

EXPLORE
Blast off from any planet you want. You can fly through the intense atmosphere of Venus, or you can take advantage of the low

gravity of Mercury. Whip around the sun and launch yourself out to the far reaches of the solar system.

CHALLENGES
Several challenges are built into the game so you can have fun while learning about real rocket science. Challenge yourself to

orbit with the least amount of fuel, land on the moon, and so much more.

PERSISTENT SANDBOX
Build space stations, moon bases, refueling stations, and more with support for multiple launches. Save your sandbox at anytime

or upload it and share it with your friends.

ROCKET SCIENCE
Kepler wrote the equations 400 years ago, and SimpleRockets uses those equations to model extremely realistic orbital physics.

Players will learn about rocket science and astrodynamics while they are having a blast exploring the solar system.
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More competitive than CS:GO and requiring more skill and strategic planning than DOTA. Truly an overlooked masterpiece.
100/100. This is the game that convinced me to buy an Oculus Rift.

That may sound like a bold statement, but it's true. I was at the Portland Retro Gaming Expo, and the developers of this game
had it up and running at a booth. Before trying it, I had been skeptical of VR since its inception, writing it off as an overpriced
gimmick, but after playing the demo they had set up, I was proven wrong. I wasn't particularly good at it, but it was still without
a doubt the most fun I had had playing games in a long time. It's a highly addicting game, and definitely one of the most
underrated titles for the Rift.. It appears to have good potential, but it feels a bit incomplete.

It was a little difficult to get the game to work in the first place, I use an Xbox One controller, and it seemed to force me as
second player if I wanted to do a local game against AI.

The AI didn't appear to know how to handle some stage hazards.

The moves seemed a little lackluster, it could probably use a bit of animation smoothing.

As a veteran smash player, I have great hope in this game.. Im not a nay-sayer when it comes to simulation games. I adore all
things both crappy and great when it comes to quality in simulation games. But with World of Subways, it veered straight off a
cliff down into a lava pit called "Trying to Hard".

While certainly a well thought out game with some decent details and simulation quality, the finer details are where this game
lost out hugely. The campaign mode and walk around offices of an 80's NYCTA operations office are one which are so buggy
and sometimes confusing, you would expect a map or something. Conversations are awkward and poorly paced, knowing what
you needed to do and just free play are things which are hidden very well in the robotic glitchy AIs that make your aquantiance.

For the gameplay, actual driving, it is the same as any other World of Subways games... Way to many controls for way to many
steps. Expect to make a lot of cheat sheets to play with this game. If you are able to remember the controls by heart, like I can
the important ones, good on ya. But Ill tell you what, I know I was constantly flicking through hastly written notes looking what
steps I had to preform to open and close doors!

The train driving is also very odd. Unlike the real subways I know being the Elevated in Chicago and the NYCTA in New York,
the trains are like playing with a model train set with a lot of optional features. IE: Trains can be screeched to a halt from 30
MPH in less then 100 feet. DOesn't matter if you need too, you get really no serious repercussions doing it (Unless playing on
"aggro mode"). People just bik at you once and a while and say "You should do better!".

World of Subways 4 is what I saw World of Subways 2 to be, an odd step in a different direction for this series. Also, lets skip
the Taking of Pelham 123 mission please, just one way to smack us true railroad simulation (and real railroad people, for those
of us one in the same) across the face with silly no-realism missions.

While yes, this game does have some interesting ideas, they are done by not-so-professional grade people and companies. Or
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perhaps this was such a side item game vs normal development for other games that it never got the true work\/QA it really
needed to be a great game. Which is why, if you want a good game in this series, I would strongly recommend World of
Subways 3 and wait to see what 5 will come with.. The story is captivating, but having to redo so much after dying really sucks
all the fun out of it.
After dying twice on day one, then dying twice on day two and once on day three it was time to quit.
I wish there was an option to restart from a certain decision and not having to re-do the whole day.

Though choice whether to recommend or not, but so far it hasn't broken my spirit and I'm willing to give it another try on
another day. The story is simply very, very interesting.
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I played this on the HTC Vive, and I must say, it was a very interesting experience.
I was showing someone what the vive can do when I loaded this game. He began
musing on the nature of reality while I played this game start to finish. It is haunting,
hearing both a voice that knows you and one that does not while playing this.
All I have to say is the thoughts "What was that???" , followed by "I don't want to know.". Nice player.
But PotPlayer (Successor of KMPlayer) still wins.
At least in
1. Subtitle control. (Potplayer auto loads the subtitles with the same filename)
2. Language support.
3. Video format support.

Hope you can catch up with the freeware!. To be honest I actually don't really know of any other blobbers (Does it count if
you're just one dude?) this casual, especially not with procedural generation. Good for someone who likes the genre and wants
something to quickly play in their spare time.. I am a big fan of point and click adventure games, so beware of that predisposed
bias.
Black Mirror's strongest attribute is the story. Every time I have beaten one of the games I want more, it draws me in with the
mystery and I love all the story details included as the plot develops. Although, the graphics are not particularly impressive, nor
is the way the characters interact with objects and each other, what the game lacks it makes up for in a tantalizing plot. I am also
always pleasantly surprised by how long the stories are, each one taking me between 15 and 23 hours (for anyone who does not
typically play point and click games that is well above the average). The puzzles range anywhere between giving you a headache
and downright juvenile, but I enjoy them either way. If you are a fan of the genre I would highly recommend, however, as this is
the third game in the series do yourself a favor and start at the beginning. Also, buyer beware the first game is much more
clunky.

. It looks like a decent game to play but it is really bad. I wish theres

> Music
> Better Tutoial
> Everything pixelated (Main Menu not even pixelated. [Palm Face]). This takes too much effort to set up.
First I had to find a configuration file and change some crap to "yes" because it was being a jerk
Then, I configured my joystick, and ..... oh wait, I need to be logged in, in order to actually play anything. OK... let me exit.
Steam: "Wings of prey -Running"
  "no, no it isn't"
Steam: "yes, it is still running"
  "NO, NO IT ISN'T"

So wait, I need to restart my computer every time I exit the main program in order to restart the damned game itself?
and what the hell is YU?

Crap should be steamlined at this point. I shouldn't need to jump through hoops.
Pressing play, should mean just that.... not more and more setting up.
I haven't even gotten to play the game yet. Frankly, at this point. I don't want to.
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